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ABSTRACT

Superconducting detectors are now well-established tools for low-light optics, and in particular quantum optics, boasting high-efficiency, fast response and low noise. Similarly, lithium niobate is an important platform for integrated optics
given its high second-order nonlinearity, used for high-speed electro-optic modulation and polarization conversion, as
well as frequency conversion and sources of quantum light. Combining these technologies addresses the requirements
for a single platform capable of generating, manipulating and measuring quantum light in many degrees of freedom, in a
compact and potentially scalable manner. We will report on progress integrating tungsten transition-edge sensors (TESs)
and amorphous tungsten silicide superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) on titanium in-diffused
lithium niobate waveguides. The travelling-wave design couples the evanescent field from the waveguides into the superconducting absorber. We will report on simulations and measurements of the absorption, which we can characterize
at room temperature prior to cooling down the devices. Independently, we show how the detectors respond to flood
illumination, normally incident on the devices, demonstrating their functionality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical quantum technologies offer great potential to enhance computation, simulation, communication and measurement.1 Key to unlocking this potential is to develop hardware that preserves quantum coherence. This comprises generating, manipulating and measuring quantum optical states with a high degree of efficiency and accuracy. Over recent
years, developments in integrated quantum optics2 and superconducting single-photon detection3, 4 have made great
strides in improving these tasks. Sources based on second-order nonlinear interactions in waveguides have proven to
be very efficient, enabling amongst many other examples, high purity,5 bright quantum states,6 and cascaded quantum processes.7 Similarly, manipulating quantum states in waveguides has enabled landmark progress in, for example,
tests of computationally hard sampling problems,8–11 reconfigurable computational circuitry,12 quantum memories13 and
nonlinear frequency conversion.14
Integrating detectors in a travelling wave design15 on waveguide structures has also garnered high levels of interest.
There exist a broad range of superconducting detector materials and optical integration platforms, as summarized in
Table 1. The advantage of lithium niobate in this context is the connection between well-established technology in the
classical optical domain,16 such as high-speed switching, phase modulations, and high-efficiency frequency conversion,
with high-efficiency single-photon detectors. The challenge with lithium niobate has been successful material bonding
and saturation of the internal detection efficiency of the superconductor. While functional detectors have been deposited
on lithium niobate as a substrate,17 saturation of the internal detection efficiency and deposition directly onto waveguide
structures has not yet been demonstrated.
Here, we present progress towards integrating functional superconducting detectors on titanium in-diffused waveguide in lithium niobate. The absorbers we consider are superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) and
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Table 1: Summary of detector types integrated onto waveguides
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transition-edge sensors (TESs). The SNSPDs are constructed from thin-film amorphous tungsten silicide (a-WSi) patterned into a meander structure, which can produce very high efficiency when fiber-coupled.43 The amorphous nature
means bonding to the lithium niobate is relatively straightforward; there is no need to lattice-match between the two
materials. The TES devices are made from superconducting tungsten thin film and have also been demonstrated with
high-efficiency44 when fiber coupled.
In this paper, we present initial results demonstrating the successful bonding of the detector structures onto the
waveguide regions. We show simulations of the expected absorption of these devices, as well as experimental results
from additional waveguide loss caused by these detectors (which places an upper bound on their efficiency). Finally, we
present results showing the optical response of the devices under flood illumination.

2. WAVEGUIDE FABRICATION AND DETECTOR DEPOSITION
Our integrated wave-guiding structures are based on the diffusion of titanium into congruent lithium niobate (LN). As
depicted in the processing scheme Fig. 1, we first deposit a thin film of titanium of ≈80 nm thickness onto the LN
substrate using electron-beam evaporation. In order to pattern the titanium film, positive photoresist is spin-coated
on top and soft-baked afterwards. Using vacuum contact lithography, we produces homogeneous resist stripes of 5 µm,
6 µm, and 7 µm in width that act as a protective layer for the subsequent wet etching of titanium. After removing residual
photoresist, the remaining Ti stripes are diffused into the LN substrate. Due to the locally increased refractive index in the
titanium-diffused regions we have fabricated structures that are capable of guiding light at wavelengths around 1550 nm
in single spatial modes in both polarizations.

Figure 1: Waveguide fabrication scheme: a) Bare sample, b) Titanium deposition, c) Deposited positive photoresist, d)
Patterned photoresist stripe, e) Remaining Ti stripe after etching and resist removal, f) In-diffused Ti waveguide.
To create superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPDs) on top of our waveguide structures, we deposit
planar thin films of amorphous tungsten silicide (3.5 nm) and silicon (2.5 nm) using DC magnetron sputtering. The

nanowire meanders are then patterned in a 20 µm×20 µmsquare area using electron-beam lithography. These are coupled
to contact pads and wirebonded to electrical connectors.
The transition-edge sensor (TES) devices are DC-sputtered tungsten thin films of 20 nm thickness. We investigated
both 10 µm×10 µm and 25 µm×25 µm devices. These devices were deposited directly on top of the waveguides, whereby
the 10 µm×10 µm device also included 100 µm×4 µm fins on either side of the detector to increase the overall coupling
of the evanescent field to the detector. Note that in a traveling-wave geometry we can freely deposit multiple detectors
on a single waveguide, which can significantly increase the overall absorption of the device.

3. MODE PROFILES AND EXPECTED ABSORPTION
To investigate the expected coupling from the evanescent field of the waveguide mode, we use commercial mode solvers
to calculate the effect of the detector. Using the imaginary part of the refractive index of the absorbing material, we can
calculate the expected absorption of this mode, and therefore the absorption over the length of the detector material.
As an example, we consider the SNSPD structure shown in Fig. 2a. We begin with the index profile of the waveguides
shown in Fig. 2b. The profile is based on published models for the ordinary45 and extraordinary46 refractive indices. The
resulting TM mode is shown in Fig. 2c. From the imaginary part of the effective index, we expect that our 20 µm×20 µm
detector structure should give rise to about ≈0.25 % overall absorption, depending on the precise layer thickness following deposition. By contrast, the TES structure, comprising a 10 µm×10 µm×0.02 µm volume of tungsten with two
100 µm×4 µm×0.02 µm fins projecting from the central detector core, is expected to absorb between 11 % and 18 % of
the incoming light, depending on the width of the waveguides. These mode profiles assume a negligible change to the
mode structure as the beam propagates along the waveguide.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 2: Modeling absorption and mode structures. (a) Modeled SNSPD structure on top of waveguide. (b) Index profile
of Ti in-diffused LN waveguides. (c) Resulting mode profile. The absorption can be inferred from the imaginary part of
the effective index.

4. LOSS MEASUREMENTS
Experimentally, we can infer an upper limit on the absorption of the detectors by investigating the additional waveguide
loss they induce. To characterize the linear loss of the waveguides, we use the interferometric technique of Regener and
Sohler.47 This method exploits the Fresnel reflection at the interfaces of the waveguide to build a low-finesse Fabry-Perot
interferometer. The mode reflectivity is given by

R=

1 − neff
1 + neff

2

(1)

where neff is the effective refractive index of the mode. We take neff,TE = 2.212 as the index of the transverse electric
(TE) mode, and neff,TM = 2.139 for the transverse magnetic (TM) mode. By varying the temperature of the sample and

therefore the effective length of the interferometer, the interference pattern is scanned. From the visibility of the resulting
−Imin
and the sample length L, one can calculate the loss α in units of dB/cm according to47
interference pattern V = IImax
max +Imin
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We calculate the losses of waveguides of width 5 µm, 6 µm, 7 µm, for samples with and without detector structures on
the same chip, before and after the detectors were deposited. This allows us to discriminate additional losses due to the
deposition process itself, from the desired detector absorption by comparing waveguides with detectors and waveguides
without detectors which have undergone the same processing steps. We carry out this characterisation for each polarisation, determined by a polarizer placed prior to incoupling. This procedure relies on precisely polished end faces
perpendicular to the waveguide, such that only the Fresnel reflection need be considered.

Figure 3: Additional losses for each waveguide after TES deposition: five detectors on waveguides 9 and 18 (marked
in red) and three detectors on waveguides 38 and 56 (marked in gold). The rest of the waveguides have no deposited
detectors. The periodicity in additional loss reflects the periodicity in waveguide widths of 5 µm, 6 µm and 7 µm.
An example of the loss measurements for the TM mode is shown in Fig. 3. In this case, 5 TES detectors are deposited
on waveguides 9 and 18, and 3 detectors were placed on waveguides 38 and 56. All other waveguides had no detector
structures placed on top; any additional loss arises from the chip processing. The losses caused by these detector structures are clear, and we deduce that each detector on a induces 11.3 ± 1.0 % and 13.5+1.4
−1.8 % absorption in the TM mode,
on waveguides of width 6 µm and 7 µm, respectively. Note that the uncertainty is dominated by systematic errors in
determining the losses, rather than the statistics of the measurement. These values agree reasonably well with the simulated absorption values of 15.1 % and 17.8 % in each case respectively. For the TE mode, the additional loss corresponding
to detector absorption was measured to be 0.9 ± 0.7%, which agrees with the simulated absorption of 1 %.

5. FLOOD ILLUMINATION TESTS
In order to verify that the detector structures are compatible with the LN substrate, their optical response was tested
under flood illumination. Of the six SNSPD devices tested, two superconducted correctly and responded to the incoming
light, as shown in Fig. 4a. Of the two functioning devices, one clearly shows a plateau at bias currents above 3 µA, a
clear signature of saturation of the internal detection efficiency. The second approaches a plateau before it reaches its
critical current. A critical parameter in improving the yield for these devices is to minimize the surface roughness of the
substrate.
In Fig. 4b, we show a histogram of the peak heights of the TES response. The separated peaks correspond to the
energy absorbed by different numbers of photons. The data was collected from a 25 µm×25 µm TES without fins. The
critical temperature (Tc ) of this device was 165 mK. The photon number resolution is slightly reduced as compared to
TESs fabricated on silicon.44 Further investigation should reveal whether the thermal link between the detector and the
underlying lithium niobate substrate behaves differently than with the standard silicon substrate. However, the response
is clear and the characteristic photon-number resolution is also easily identified.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Response of superconducting detectors deposited on Ti in-diffused LN waveguides under flood illumination. (a)
Count rate as a function of bias current for two SPSPD devices. (b) Histogram of TES pulse heights in response to flood
illumination. The different peaks correspond to different numbers of photons.

6. CONCLUSION
We have shown a number of techniques used to characterize the absorption of thin-film substrates designed for use as
integrated superconducting detectors on titanium in-diffused lithium niobate waveguides. Furthermore, we have verified
the optical response of the devices under flood illumination, indicating that integrated detectors on lithium niobate
are possible. Initial modeling and measurement show there is substantial optimization to be undertaken to maximize
the coupling from the evanescent fields of these waveguides to the absorber. This may involve additional layers of
dielectrics to modify the mode structure, or modifying the waveguide fabrication recipe to achieve waveguides with a
larger evanescent field. Similarly, there is substantial progress required to identify the optimal operating conditions for
the devices, for example optimizing their geometry with respect to the waveguides as well as their electrical and thermal
behavior.
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